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High strength low alloy (HSLA) steels, used in a wide variety of applications as struc
components are subjected to cyclic loading during their service lives. Understandin
cyclic deformation behavior of HSLA steels is of importance, since it affects the fa
life of components. This paper combines experiments with finite element based s
tions to develop a crystal plasticity model for prediction of the cyclic deformation be
ior of HSLA-50 steels. The experiments involve orientation imaging microscopy (OIM
microstructural characterization and mechanical testing under uniaxial and stress–strain
controlled cyclic loading. The computational models incorporate crystallographic or
tation distributions from the OIM data. The crystal plasticity model for bcc materials u
a thermally activated energy theory for plastic flow, self and latent hardening, kinem
hardening, as well as yield point phenomena. Material parameters are calibrated
experiments using a genetic algorithm based minimization process. The computa
model is validated with experiments on stress and strain controlled cyclic loading.
effect of grain orientation distributions and overall loading conditions on the evolutio
microstructural stresses and strains are investigated.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1789966#
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1 Introduction
High strength low alloy~HSLA! steels are a group of low car

bon steels designed to provide special combination of prope
such as strength, toughness, formability, weldability, and co
sion resistance@1#. These steels contain small amounts of alloyi
elements to attain high initial yield strength by strengthening
ferrite, promoting precipitation hardenability, and by helping
control grain size. HSLA steels are used in a wide variety
applications such as structural components of vehicles, pres
vessels, line pipes, etc. Understanding the cyclic deformation
havior of HSLA steels is of technological importance, since ma
of the structural applications are subjected to cyclic loading d
ing their service lives. The fatigue life is strongly linked to th
cyclic stress or strain state in a critical region. A number of inv
tigations on the mechanical response and fracture behavio
HSLA steels have been carried out in the past thirty years
have been discussed by Suresh in@2#. Various experimental stud
ies on this issue have been reported in@3–6#. Observations of
fatigue life have been linked to physical phenomena like eleva
cyclic stress amplitudes, which can lead to microyielding a
causing persistent slip bands. These are known microcrack in
tion sites in many alloys. Significant efforts have been also m
in the modeling of the fatigue behavior of HSLA steels. Chu
et al. have studied the low-cycle fatigue behavior in HSLA stee
plastic strain amplitudes ranging from 131025 to 131022 in @7#.
They found that microcracks are initiated along slip lines in b
air and vacuum. Many phenomenological models have been
posed to model cyclic deformation and fatigue@1–9#. These mod-
els however lack the explanation of physically observed phen
ena, such as single slip at low plastic strain amplitudes or
hysteresis memory@10#. In metallic materials, significant varia
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tions in stress histories may be experienced by crystals in
polycrystalline aggregate, even when they are subjected to a m
roscopically uniform cyclic loading history@11#. Some of the
newly developed crystal plasticity models@10–16# are able to
include many physical elements and can help in the understan
of cyclic plasticity phenomena. During cyclic loading, the state
microscale stress in a metallic material with a polycrystalline m
crostructure depends on the orientation of the grain with respe
the loading directions as well as with respect to the orientation
its neighbors, the material crystal properties and other fact
Studies with numerical calculations@11# have shown that depend
ing on the loading conditions, significant stress gradients and p
tic strain can arise within the polycrystalline aggregate associa
with a continuum point, and even within a single grain.

This paper invokes a combination of experiments and fin
element based simulations to develop a physically based cry
plasticity model for prediction of the cyclic deformation behavi
of HSLA-50 steels. It involves microstructural characterizati
and incorporation of crystallographic orientation distribution
models, based on accurate microstructural data obtained by o
tation imaging microscopy. Mechanical testing is performed un
uniaxial testing as well as for stress and strain controlled cy
loading. Material response, including cyclic hardening or soft
ing, mean stress relaxation, cyclic creep deformation and rate
pendence, depends on the control modes. The crystal plas
model for bcc materials uses a thermally activated energy the
for plastic flow, self and latent hardening, kinematic hardening
well as yield point phenomena. A genetic algorithm based m
mization process is used to calibrate crystal plasticity parame
from experimental data. The computational model is valida
with experiments on stress and strain controlled cyclic loadi
Finally, the effect of grain orientation distributions and over
loading conditions on the evolution of microstructural stresses
strains are investigated.

2 Material Characterization and Mechanical Testing
The constitutive models are developed from mechanical t

conducted with samples of galvanneal, high strength low al

-
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steel or HSLA-50 grade with 50 ksi minimum yield strengt
Specimens are extracted from 1.57 mm thick plates of cold-ro
and strain aged HSLA, provided by ISPAT-Inland Steel. T
nominal composition of this steel is given in Table 1 and a SE
micrograph of the microstructure is shown in Fig. 1(a). The ma-
jor phase in this material, as observed from the micrograph
equiaxed grains of ferrite with bcc crystallographic structu
While small traces~less than 5% by volume! of various sulfides
and carbides are present along the ferrite grain boundaries
pearlite concentration is insignificant. The grain size distribut
depicted in Fig. 1(b) indicates a range from 3mm to 30mm, with
an average size of 10mm.

2.1 Crystallographic Orientations. The crystallographic
texture, representing the orientation distribution of all crystallit
is measured by orientation imaging microscopy~OIM!, involving
electron back-scattered diffraction~EBSD! in scanning electron
microscopy. According to Bunge’s convention@17# of orientation

Table 1 Nominal chemical composition „wt. % … of HSLA-50
steel

C Mn N P S Si Al Ti Ni

0.054 0.400 0.005 0.064 0.014 0.014 0.040 0.002 0.0
340 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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measurement, the grain orientationg is identified by the Euler
angle set (w1 ,F,w2). The orientation distribution function~ODF!
is a function of the Euler angle set@17# f (g)5 (DN/N)/Dg ,
whereN is the total number of crystallites in the domain analyze
DN is the number of additional crystallites which possess ori
tation between the setsg and g1Dg. Figure 2(a) is a three-
dimensional surface plot of the ODF’sf (g) drawn within a
bounding box of the 3D Euler angle space. The isosurfaces
resent a range from 50% (f (g)51.92) to 100% (f (g)53.83) of
the maximum value of the ODF data. Isosurfaces of higher val
are enveloped within those of lower values of ODF. This can
observed from the intersection with the planew150, where the
highest value region is near the middle. Figure 2(b) shows skel-
eton lines of typical textures and points of ideal orientations
bcc steels. It can be seen that the most important orientation fi
of HSLA-50 steel are thea-fiber with ^110& parallel to rolling
direction~RD! and theg-fiber with ^111& parallel to normal direc-
tion ~ND!. If local orientations are divided into 20° intervals, fou
orientation components with large volume fractions are fou
They are$112%^110&, $001%^110&, $111%^112&, and$111%^110&. The
first two components belong to thea-fiber while the last two
components belong to theg-fiber.

2.2 Mechanical Properties. Engineering design for many
load-bearing components, especially with cyclic loading for
tigue analysis, assumes peak macroscopic stresses in the e

40
Fig. 1 „a… Scanning electron micrograph of the microstructure of HSLA-50 steel; „b… Distribution of grain size

Fig. 2 „a… Contour plot of the ODF in 3D Euler angle space, ranging from 50% to the maximum value of ODF;
„b… Reduced Euler space with typical fibers and orientations of HSLA-50 steel
Transactions of the ASME
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range. However, when the microstructure is considered, the c
tal structure, orientation and material anisotropy can cause
local stresses to exceed the elastic limit. Therefore, a proper
stitutive model that can describe the yield-point phenomena
well as the subsequent cyclic plasticity behavior is essential
accurate analysis. The mechanical properties of the strain a
HSLA-50 steel are tested in the as-received state. All specim
are cut in the rolling direction~RD!. Three types of room tem
perature experiments are performed for mechanical prop
evaluation, namely~i! uniaxial tension at different strain rates,~ii !
strain-controlled cyclic tests, and~iii ! stress-controlled cyclic
loading tests.

2.2.1 Uniaxial Tension. Uniaxial tests are conducted follow
ing ASTM E8 standard methods of tension testing for meta
materials@18#. The stress–strain plots at four different strain rat
viz., «̇50.1 s21, 0.01 s21, 0.001 s21, and 0.0001 s21, are de-
picted in Fig. 3. HSLA steels, like many bcc metals, exhibit
significant yield point phenomena in the stress–strain behav
The yield plateau~called Lüders strain! is observed in these plots
resulting from the formation and propagation of Lu¨ders-bands as
explained in@18–20#. The experiments show a sharp yield poi
followed by an abrupt drop in the yield stress to a plateau for fu
annealed HSLA steels that are not tempered or tension-leve
The Lüders strain«L ~see Fig. 3! has been reported to increas
with increasing strain rates for mild steels in@19#. However, the
experiments in the present study did not reveal significant
dependence of the Lu¨ders strain within the range from 0.1 s21 to
0.0001 s21. The hardening description of the stress–strain cu
of HSLA-50 steel can be divided into three phases, viz.~a! a
region of rapid hardening with saturation from the initial yie
point to the end of the yield plateau;~b! a region of increasing
slope after the yield plateau; and~c! a region of decreasing slop
caused by saturation of plastic hardening.

2.2.2 Strain and Stress Controlled Cyclic Tests.Strain con-
trolled cyclic tests are more common for low cycle fatigue ana
sis, especially in the ground vehicle industry. On the other ha
the stress-controlled mode is mostly used in structures for h
cycle fatigue design. A significant difficulty arises in cycl
tension-compression testing of sheet materials due to bucklin
the compression phase. Various efforts have been made to a
this problem, e.g., involving small gage length and incorporat
Woods metal grip for better alignment with reduced eccentric
@20#. Yoshida @19,21# has increased the specimen thickness
bonding two or more plates with adhesives, and has used a sp
specimen holder for in-plane cyclic tests of sheet metals. In
present study, a special device designed by Wagoner et al.@22#, as

Fig. 3 Stress–strain data for uniaxial loading at four strain
rates
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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shown in Fig. 4, is used. The dimensions of the specimen
device are: ā50.6 in., b̄51.45 in., c̄52.0 in., l̄ 58.0 in., t̄
50.062 in. In this device, two hydraulic pressure driven holde
provide the clamping force on the surfaces of the specimen
prevent it from bucking. Teflon sheets are inserted at the interf
between the holder and specimen to reduce the friction. The c
bined action of applied tension-compression, lateral pressure
interfacial friction force, produces a predominantly biaxial state
stress (s11,s22) in the material, even though the pressure is sm
Equivalent stress–strain plots are therefore generated from
stress states to simulate the uniaxial tension/compression
sponse. Details of this process in provided in@23#. The first set of
tests conducted is strain-controlled cyclic loading, having triang
lar waveforms with peak strains of 0.0045 and 0.015, respectiv
at a constant strain rate of 5.831024 s21. The corresponding
stress–strain responses for five cycles are illustrated in Figs. 5a)
and (b). Cyclic hardening, manifested by an increase in the str
amplitude with cyclic straining, is evident in the first few cycle
for the case with a peak strain of 0.015, as shown in Fig. 5(b). No
cyclic hardening is observed for the case with a smaller pe
strain. This observation is consistent with strain-range depend
cyclic hardening behavior, which has been discussed and mod
with anisotropic hardening in@19,24#. The Bauschinger effect can
be attributed to the short-range interactions between dislocati
interstitials, precipitates and other barriers, as well as the lo
range interaction among individual grains. This is also observ
even in the small cyclic strain ranges. Finally, a stress-contro
cyclic test is conducted with a servo-hydraulic test machine. T
load is characterized by a triangular waveform with an appl
stress rate ofṡ546.5 (MPa/s), peak stress amplitudesmax
5380.0 (MPa), and R-ratio issmin /smax520.7. In the case of
fully-reversed strain-controlled tests, the stresses increase init
with each cycle until a stable state is achieved. The occurrenc
plastic deformation causes mean stress relaxation, which ta

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the specimen assembly for cyclic
tension-compression tests
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 341
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place in the early stage of life. Therefore the fatigue life is n
appreciably affected by the introduction of a mean strain. F
fully-reversed stress-controlled tests with rate dependent ma
als, the cyclic plastic strain or ratcheting strain increases with
number of cycles until a stable response called shakedow
achieved. In addition to microstructural characteristics, fatigue
for stress-controlled tests depend on many factors like m
stress, stress amplitude, frequency, and loading history.

Fig. 5 Experimental and simulated stress–strain responses in
the strain-controlled cyclic tests with peak strain amplitudes of
„a… 0.0045; „b… 0.015
n
e

a
a
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3 Material Description and Model

3.1 Constitutive Relations. The material studied is a HSLA
steel which has a body centered cubic or bcc crystal structure.
bcc crystals consist of 48 possible slip systems includ
$110%^111&, $112%^111& and $123%^111& along which crystallo-
graphic slip can occur. The different slip systems cause HS
steels to exhibit strong anisotropic behavior both in elasticity a
in plasticity. For elasticity, a cubic response with three indep
dent elastic constants (C11,C12,C44) is assumed for modeling the
anisotropy. Plastic deformation occurs by crystallographic slip
the different slip systems. The deformation behavior of HS
steel is modeled using a rate and temperature-dependent, el
plastic, finite strain, crystal plasticity formulation following th
work of Anand et al.@25,26#. In this model, crystal deformation
results from a combination of the elastic stretching and rotation
the crystal lattice and plastic slip on the different slip systems. T
stress–strain relation is written in terms of the second Pio
Kirchoff stress (S5detFeFe21sFe2T) and the work conjugate
Lagrange Green strain tensor (Ee[(1/2)$FeTFe2I %) as

S5C:Ee (1)

whereC is a fourth order anisotropic elasticity tensor,s is the
Cauchy stress tensor, andFe is an elastic deformation gradien
defined by the relation

Fe[FFp21
, detFe.0, (2)

F andFp are the deformation gradient and its plastic compon
respectively with the incompressibility constraint detFp51. The
flow rule governing evolution of plastic deformation is express
in terms of the plastic velocity gradient as

L p5ḞpFp21
5(

a
ġas0

a . (3)

where the Schmidt tensor is expressed ass0
a[m0

a
^ n0

a in terms of
the slip direction (m0

a) and slip plane normal (n0
a) in the reference

configuration, associated withath slip system. For the plastic
shearing rateġa on the slip systema, a number of crystalline
plasticity models are based on a power law description@27,28#.
This power law model is restricted to the high temperature ra
@29#, and does not explicitly account for the rate and temperat
sensitivity of plastic flow in crystalline materials under dynam
loading conditions and/or low homologous temperatures. Alter
tively, a thermally activated theory of plastic law, postulated
Frost and Ashby@29#, Kocks et al.@30#, has been proven to accu
rately model a large range of strain rates and temperatures for
tantalum by Kothari and Anand@26#. In this law, the plastic shear
ing rate on a slip systema is written as
ġa5H 0 if teff
a <0

ġ
*
a expH 2

DF

kBT F12S uteff
a u

s
*
a D PGQJ sign~ta2tkin

a ! if 0 ,teff
a <s

*
a

(4)
l
erls

me
,

where ġ
*
a is a reference strain rate. The effective shear str

teff
a (5utau2sa

a) is the driving force for the dislocation motion o
the slip systema, and is measured in terms of the resolved sh
stressta. The temperature dependent critical slip resistancesa

(.0), is assumed to be comprised of a part due to therm
activatable obstacles to slips

*
a and a part due to the atherm
ess

ar

lly
l

obstacles to slipsa
a , i.e., sa5s

*
a 1sa

a . The resistance to therma
obstacles for bcc metals is governed by interactions with Pei
resistance that increases with reduction in temperature. In Eq.~4!,
DF is the activation free energy, which is required to overco
the obstacles to slip without the aid of an applied shear stresskB

is the Boltzmann’s constant,kB51.3807310223 (J•K21), T is
Transactions of the ASME
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the absolute temperature; andP andQ are constant exponents. A
the simulations in this work are carried out at room temperatu
;300 K.

In @26#, the reference strain rateġ
*
a has been taken to be

constant for all slip systems, with values in the rangeġ0

'106– 107ts21. In reality, the mobile dislocation density, whic
contributes toġ

*
a is a function of the applied stress, plastic defo

mation and temperature@30#. Consequently, the yield point phe
nomena as seen in the experimental plots of Fig. 3, which is
to rapid dislocation multiplication, cannot be captured with a co
stantġ

*
a . Following @19#, ġ

*
a is expressed as a function of plast

strain as

ġ
*
a 5ġ0H tanh@K* ~ «̄p2 l p!#1tanh~Kl p!

tanh~K !1tanh~Kl p! J 1ġ ini (5)

where «̄p is the equivalent plastic strain defined as«̄p

5A 2
3« i j

p « i j
p , and the Lagrangian plastic strain is defined as« i j

p

5
1
2(Fi j

p TFi j
p 2d i j ). Equation~5! assumes thatġ

*
a is the same for

all slip systems initially and has a valueġ ini'10– 102 s21. It
increases rapidly with plastic strain and approachesġ0

a in the
asymptotic limit.K and l p are material constants in this equatio
The ability of the model to predict yield point phenomena und
uniaxial tension is illustrated in Fig. 6, for three cases:~C1! K
51.253104, l p51.231023, ġ ini51.03102; ~C2! K51.03103,
l p52.231023, ġ ini51.03102; and ~C3! ġ* 5ġ0 . The stress–
strain plot for ~C1! shows a sharp yield point followed by th
abrupt drop and the subsequent yield plateau, representing a
annealed steel without any tempering. The curve for~C2! shows
the yield plateau for the strain aged steel, whereas the plot
~C3! shows an unchanged value ofġ

*
a . Evolution of the critical

resolved slip resistance is assumed for the post-Lu¨ders band
propagation stage as

ṡa5H 0 «̄p,«L
p

ṡa «̄p>«L
p (6)

where«L
p is the Lüder’s strain. It should be noted that for cycl

loading, the yield point phenomena can occur only once for«̄p

>«L
p at initial yielding. The hardening law of equation will b

activated in the following cycles.
For pure bcc crystals, the athermal part of the slip resistancs

*
a

is assumed to be constant, since it is controlled by the interact
with the Peierls lattice resistance@25#. Hence, following the de-
scription in @25,26#

Fig. 6 Predicted yield point phenomena with variable refer-
ence strain rates
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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ṡa' ṡa
a5(

b
habuġbu; hab5@q1~12q!dab#hb;

hb5h0
bU12

sb

ss
b U r

signS 12
sb

ss
bD (7)

wherehab is a deformation dependent rate of change of the
formation resistance on slip systema due to shearing on slip
systemb and describes both self and latent hardening of the
systems. The parameterhb denotes the self-hardening rate d
scribing both hardening and softening,q is a latent-hardening pa
rameter chosen to be 1.4,h0

b is the initial hardening rate,ss
b is the

saturation value of reference shear stress, andr is a constant ex-
ponent. The use of absolute value ofuġbu in the hardening equa
tion is due to the fact that hardening is not affected by the dir
tion of shearing on slip systems. The variabless

*
a andss

b are taken
to be the same for all slip systems.

Kinematic hardening plays an important role in cyclic plast
ity, strain localization and plastic strain ratcheting under cycli
loading. In an attempt to include this feature in the flow rule
Eq. ~4!, the effective resolved stressteff

a on the slip systemais
modified as:

teff
a 5uta2tkin

a u2sa
a (8)

wheretkin
a is the resolved backstress or the projection of the b

stress tensorskin on the slip systema, expressed as

tkin
a 5~skin"n

a!"ma (9)

The vectorsma (5Fem0
a) and na (5Fe2Tn0

a) represent the slip
direction and the normal to the slip plane, both of which evo
with deformation. As discussed in@31#, the back stress tensor i
expressed in terms of scalar kinematic variablesVa as

skin5(
a

Va~ma
^ na1na

^ ma! (10)

where the components ofVa evolve due to the short-range dislo
cation interactions, in accordance with the equation given in@12#
as

V̇a5cġa2dVauġau (11)

In Eq. ~11!, c andd are the direct hardening and dynamic reco
ery coefficients, respectively. Equation~10! takes into account the
effect of back stress evolution of one system on all the ot
systems.

3.2 Implementation in UMAT of the ABAQUS Standard.
The time integration and incremental update routine propose
@25,26# and developed in@16# is incorporated in the user subrou
tine UMAT of the ABAQUS finite element code. Known defo
mation variables like the deformation gradientF(t), the plastic
deformation gradientFp(t), the backstresstkin

a , and the slip sys-
tem deformation resistancesa(t) at time t, and the deformation
gradientF(t1Dt) at t1Dt are passed to the material update ro
tine in UMAT. The integration algorithm in the UMAT subroutin
updates stresses, plastic strains, and all slip system internal
ables to the end of the time step att1Dt. An implicit time inte-
gration scheme is implemented for integrating the rate depen
crystal plasticity Eqs.~1–11!. Various effective implicit schemes
have been proposed in literature, e.g., by Anand et al.@25,26#,
Cuitino, Ortiz et al.@32# using the backward Euler time integra
tion methods. These algorithms are based on the solution of a
of nonlinear algebraic equations in the time intervalt<t<t
1Dt using Newton–Raphson or quasi-Newton solvers. The in
gration algorithm proposed in@25# and implemented in the use
subroutine UMAT of ABAQUS in@33# is adopted in this paper
Known deformation variables like the deformation gradientF(t),
the plastic deformation gradientFp(t), the backstresstkin

a (t), and
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 343
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the slip system deformation resistanceṡa(t) at time t, and the
deformation gradientF(t1Dt) at t1Dt are passed to the materia
update routine in UMAT. The integration algorithm in the UMA
subroutine updates stresses, plastic strains and all slip syste
ternal variables to the end of the time step att1Dt. The second
Piola–Kirchoff stress is first evaluated in this algorithm by so
ing the following set of nonlinear equations iteratively,

S~ t1Dt !2C:@ 1
2 $A~ t1Dt !2I %#

52(
a

Dg~ t1Dt !~S~ t1Dt !,sa~ t1Dt !,

tkin
a ~ t1Dt !)C:@ 1

2 $As0
a1s0

aTA%# (12)

sa
a~ t1Dt !5sa

a~ t !1(
b

habuDgbu (13)

tkin
a ~ t1Dt !5

tkin
a ~ t !1cDga

11duDgau
, (14)

whereA(t1Dt)5Fp2T
(t)FT(t1Dt)F(t1Dt)Fp21

(t) andDga is
the increment of plastic shear on the slip planea. The solution is
executed using a two-step algorithm, in which the stressS(t
1Dt), the slip system resistancesa(t1Dt), and the backstres
tkin

a (t1Dt) are each updated iteratively, holding the other u
changed during each iterative cycle. After convergence of the n
linear equation is achieved, the plastic deformation gradient
the Cauchy stress in each integration point of the element
computed using equations

Fp~ t1Dt !5H 11(
a

Dgas0
aJ Fp~ t ! (15)

s~ t1Dt !5
1

detF~ t1Dt !
F~ t1Dt !Fp21

~ t1Dt !

3S~ t1Dt !Fp2T
~ t1Dt !FT~ t1Dt ! (16)

These are then passed on to the ABAQUS main program for e
librium calculations. In addition, the Jacobian or tangent stiffn
matrix given asWi jkl 5]s i j /]«kl is computed in UMAT as well,
to be returned to the main program in returned to ABAQUS.

3.3 Orientation Assignment to the Finite Element Mesh.
Each grain in the polycrystalline aggregate of HSLA-50 stee
considered to be an element in the finite element model. I
important to assign appropriate crystallographic orientation to
elements prior to FE simulation since deformation respons
observed to be highly sensitive to the overall texture. For ph
cally meaningful simulations, crystallographic orientations th
are statistically equivalent to those obtained from orientation
aging microscopy~OIM! techniques are assigned to the FE mod
The orientation probability assignment method discussed in@34#
in conjunction with experimental pole figures, by x-ray diffractio
analysis, is used for this purpose. In this method, crystallograp
orientations, represented by Euler angles, are first generated
transformed pole figures, in which points in discretized regions
the projected plane are extracted from contour plots of the p
figures in x-ray diffraction analysis. This process generally p
duces a large number of Euler angles that are considerabl
excess of the assignable orientations to the finite element mo
Consequently, statistically equivalent orientations with simi
probability density distributionsf (g) of the crystallographic ori-
entations are assigned to the finite element mesh. The steps in
process are:

i. A Euler angle space in an orthorhombic system@35#, is one
in which the 3 coordinate axes are represented by 3 E
angles (w1 ,F,w2 ;0<w1<360 deg,0<F<90 deg,0<w2
344 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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<90 deg). For bcc metals, a typical positive octant
<w1<90 deg,0<F<90 deg,0<w2<90 deg) corre-
sponding to a reduced Euler angle space is discretized
n ~5832 at 5 degintervals! cubic orientation space element

ii. From the definition of probability density function
f (g)Dg5 DVg /V is the probability of observing an orien
tation G in the intervalg<G<g1Dg, whereDVg is the
volume of crystals with the orientation betweeng and g
1Dg andV is the total volume of all grains. LetN( i ) be the
number of points in thei th orientation space element rang
ing from (w1 ,F,w2) to (w11Dw1 ,F1DF,w21Dw2) and
N the total number of the orientation points in the reduc
Euler space. Then, volume fraction of orientation can
written as@17#:

Vf
(i)5

N(i)

N
. (17)

iii. A orientation probability factor (Pi) for each orientation
space element is obtained as

Pi5KVf
(i) (18)

whereK corresponds to a number that is equal to or larg
than the number of orientations to be assigned to the fi
element mesh. The complete set of statistically equival
orientations is then given as

P5(
i51

n

Pi (19)

whereP is equal to or larger than the number of grains
the finite element model.

iv. Q (<P) sets of Euler angles are randomly selected fro
the orientation populationP and are assigned to the integr
tion points of different grains in the computational mode
The model with this assigned orientation, represents a
tistically equivalent polycrystalline aggregate. Experime
tally measured pole figures are compared with and num
cally assigned orientations in Figs. 7(a) and (b). All
textures are adequately represented in the simulated mo

4 Determination of Material Parameters From Ex-
periments

Systematically calibrated material parameters from experim
tal results are critical to a meaningful simulation of deformati
processes of crystalline materials. Such calibration is a nontri
effort due to the complexity of the model, as well as the num
of parameters involved. Important material parameters include
isotropic elastic constants and crystal plasticity parameters for
dividual slip systems in each crystal. Together with the descript
of slip system orientations, geometry and loading conditio
these parameters define inputs to the computational mode
deformation analysis, consistent with experiments. The mate
parameters include~a! the setXel5@C11,C12,C44# of three aniso-
tropic elastic stiffness components,~b! the set Xflow
5@ ġ0 ,DF,P,Q,s* ,sa0# of flow related parameters,~c! the set
Xyield5@K,l p ,ġ ini# in the reference strain equations involving di
location evolution,~d! the setXsl5@h0 ,ss ,r # in the self and latent
hardening equations, and~e! the setXkin5@c,d# in nonlinear ki-
nematic hardening equation. The calibration process entails s
ing a least-square minimization problem aimed at minimizing
difference between the experimental and simulated values of
stress–strain response. The corresponding problem is state
terms of an objective or fitness function as:

minimize (
i

M S (
j 51

N

~sexperimental2ssimulated~«experimental,X!!2D
i , j

wrt Xel ,Xflow ,Xsl ,Xyield ,Xkin (20)

whereM is the number of experimental curves andN is the num-
ber of the data points for each experiment. In the calibration p
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 7 Pole figures of the polycrystalline HSLA-50 from „a… from orientation imaging microscopy and „b…
simulation using the orientation assignment method
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cess, the crystal plasticity parameters for all slip systems are
sumed to be the same. The simulation of uniaxial and cyclic t
are performed using ABAQUS standard, with a total of 17
C3D8 elements in a 12312312 array. In the polycrystalline
model, each element represents a single grain, for which orie
tions are assigned from OIM data following steps in Sec. 3.3.
uniaxial tension and strain-controlled cyclic tests, a uniform v
tical velocity~along rolling direction! corresponding to the experi
mental strain rate is applied to the top layer of nodes. The bot
face is constrained to a zero vertical velocity. All the side faces
the cube are kept traction free. For stress-controlled cyclic tes
uniform vertical tension is prescribed on the top surface. For
uniaxial tension test,M andN in Eq. ~20! are 4~corresponding to
four strain rates! and 24 respectively, while the same are 1 and
for the cyclic test.

The genetic algorithm~GA! technique of discrete function
minimization @36#, is implemented for determining the materi
parameters. A flow chart of the GA based calibration procedur
given in Fig. 8. GA search techniques, which are based on me
nisms of natural selection and natural genetics, start with an in
set of random solutions called populations. Each individual in
population represents a solution to the problem. Each disc
design parameter, corresponding to the setsX, is coded into a
binary equivalent string of 0’s and 1’s and is called a chrom
some. The length of the strings or the number of bits that con
tute a string depends on the range and resolution with which
design parameter is being represented. A multiparameter bi
code is constructed by partitioning each string into a numbe
compartments equal to the number of parameters being calibr
After generating chromosomes, the values of the chosen obje
function corresponding to the chromosomes are obtained thro
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the analysis module. Each string is next assigned a weight
tween 0 and 1, which is referred to as its fitness coefficient an
proportional to the magnitude of its objective function. Durin
each generation the chromosomes are evaluated for their fit
and new chromosomes are then generated using 3 genetic o
tors: ~1! Reproduction;~2! Crossover; and~3! Mutation @36#. Dur-
ing each generation the chromosomes are evaluated for thei
ness. The two most commonly used genetic operators
crossover and mutation. The procedure is repeated with fitn

Fig. 8 Flow chart of parameter calibration using genetic algo-
rithms
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 345
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Fig. 9 „a… Convergence of the GA in the minimization of initial yield stress as a function of the generation
number; „b… comparison of experimental and simulated yield strengths as functions of strain rate
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coefficients evaluated for each new string. A common practice
stop the iteration is to fix the number of trials in which no furth
improvement in the value of objective function takes place.

The elastic modulesXel5@C11,C12,C44#, flow parameters
Xflow5@ ġ0 ,DF,P,Q,s* ,sa0# and dislocation multiplication pa
rametersXyield5@K,l p ,ġ ini# are determined from the results of th
uniaxial tests. For bcc metals, the stiffness componentC44 is ap-
proximately'm, the shear modulus. The flow parameters, so
of which lie in the ranges: 1.03106<ġ0<5.03107, 0.05
< DF/mb <2.0, 0<P<1, and 1<Q<2, are evaluated from the
strain-rate sensitivity of the initial yield strength,s0 . Twenty
simulations are done for each generation while the population
is taken to be 5. Figure 9(a) shows the GA convergence rate fo
minimization of a chosen fitness function with the number of g
erations. Flow and hardening parameters obtained by this cal
tion process are listed in Table 2. Excellent match is obtai
between the experimental and simulated yield strengths at di
ent strain rates using the calibrated parameters, as shown in F
(b). Furthermore, the simulated stress–strain response
uniaxial tension agrees very well with the experimental respon
as shown in Fig. 10(a). Finally, the calibrated values of the kine
matic hardening parametersXkin5@c,d# from the stress-controlled
cyclic test results are given in Table 2. The corresponding co
parison of the stress–strain response under cyclic tens
compression loading is shown in Fig. 10(b).

Cyclic plasticity simulations with explicit consideration of sli
system evolution through crystal plasticity, are found to yie
more accurate results, e.g., with respect to plastic ratcheting
comparison with results using continuum plasticity models w
Armstrong–Frederick kinematic hardening law. These pheno
enological models@9,37–39# project averaged material behavio
and are known to overpredict ratcheting. The main reason for s
deficiency is that the phenomenological models cannot accura
represent the evolution of slip system variables like back str
which evolve independently in each slip system depending on
state of evolving variables such as orientation and plastic str
ol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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These individual slip system variables have a strong effect
global variables like overall plastic strain. Averaged continuu
models with limited variables are unable to represent this eff
Crystal plasticity modeling has a significant advantage with
spect to accurate representation of experimentally observed
nomena such as Bauschinger effect and cyclic harden
softening, as shown in@10,12–14#.

5 Simulation of Deformation in Cyclic Loading of
HSLA-50 Steel

The model for polycrystalline plasticity for HSLA-50 steel
now used to simulate the macro and microscale stress and s
responses under cyclic loading conditions. First, the plasti
model for polycrystalline materials is verified by comparing t
results of the simulations with experiments for strain-control
and stress-controlled cyclic loading tests. Subsequently, the e
of grain orientation distributions and overall loading conditions
the evolution of microstructural stresses and strains are inve
gated. The domain modeled is a unit cube that is discretized in
mesh 1728 eight noded brick elements~C3D8! in ABAQUS-
Standard. The mesh is tested for convergence with a more refi
mesh. The FE model of the polycrystalline aggregate, consis
of 1728 elements, is assigned a total of 525 crystallographic
entations. The model texture that is assigned using the orienta
assignment method discussed in Sec. 3.3, is statistically equ
lent to orientation distribution of 11893 OIM data points as sho
in Fig. 7. In addition, for the investigations on the texture effec
special orientation distributions are assigned to simulate spe
textures with the model. The calibrated elasticity and crystal p
ticity material parameters for individual crystals of Sec. 4 are u
in these simulations. To emulate experimental conditions,
model applies no symmetry constraints, but only the neces
constraints for suppressing rigid body motion. Velocity and u
Table 2 Material parameters of strain aged HSLA-50 steel

Elastic stiffness Flow parameters
Isotropic hardening

parameters
Kinematic hardening

parameters
Reference strain rate

parameters

C115253.1~GPa! ġ052.4533107 (s21) h05580.1~MPa! c5855.0~MPa! K52.013103

C125132.4~GPa! DF52.940310218 ~J! ss5177.1~MPa! d571.0 l p51.9031023

C44575.8 ~GPa! P50.7467 r 51.115 a051.053102 ~1/s!
Q51.358 «L

p50.014
s* 5120.2~MPa!
sa0585.6 ~MPa!
Transactions of the ASME
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form stress boundary conditions are applied to the top surf
corresponding to strain and stress controlled loading, as descr
in Sec. 4.

5.1 Strain Controlled Cyclic Loading Tests. The two
strain-controlled cyclic loading tests discussed in Sec. 2 are si
lated in this task. The loading is applied in the form of a veloc
corresponding to a strain rate of«̇565.831024 s21, in which
the strain follows a triangular waveform. The two cases cons
ered correspond to peak strains«max50.0045 and«max50.015 re-
spectively. The average stress–strain response in the directio
the applied velocity is plotted and compared with experiments
Figs. 5(a) and (b). The average stress in the vertical directio
(X2) is calculated as,

s̄225

(
i 51

nel

(
j 51

npt

~s22J! i j

(
i 51

nel

(
j 51

npt

Ji j

(21)

wheres22 is the Cauchy stress and the true plastic strain at e
element integration point andJ is the determinant of the Jacobia
matrix at these integration points. The number of elements is d

Fig. 10 Comparison of simulated and experimental stress–
strain responses for „a… uniaxial tension test and „b… stress-
controlled cyclic tests
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ignated as nel, and npt corresponds to the number of integra
points per element. For the case with«max50.0045, the simulation
shows a small amount of softening due to dislocation multipli
tion evolution in the first cycle, after which the hysteresis cur
stabilizes. For«max50.015, cyclic hardening is observed in th
first two cycles due to evolution of isotropic and kinematic ha
ening, following which the hysteresis curves stabilize. The p
dicted stress–strain responses agree well with the experime
results.

5.2 Stress Controlled Cyclic Loading. A stress-controlled
tension-tension cyclic load test is simulated with an applied str
in the form of a triangular wave with the following parameter
stress rate ṡ56226.8 MPa/s, peak stress amplitudesmax
5420.0 MPa, and the R-ratioR5smin /smax50.1. However, the
P.I.D. controlled MTS servo-hydraulic fatigue machine cannot
actly follow the preset path and the peak stress in the first
cycles because of material transient effects. The correspon
load pattern is also adjusted in the computer simulations to m
the experimentally observed variable stress peaks. The simula
is conducted for 10 cycles. There is almost no reverse plastic fl
in this case, since the mean stress is positive, As discussed in@9#,
the cyclic loading path for the rate dependent material proper
result in incremental plastic ratcheting with each cycle. This
shown in Fig. 11, which shows excellent agreement betw
simulated and experimental results.

5.3 Effects of Grain Orientation Distribution on Plastic
Deformation. To investigate effects of grain orientation distr
bution on plastic deformation, simulations are conducted w
three different grain orientation distributions, viz.~a! the mea-
sured HSLA-50 steel texture of section 3.3,~b! a preferredg-fiber
texture as seen in mild steel@40# and ~c! a random orientation
distribution. Simulations are conducted with the strain-control
cyclic loading condition, mentioned in the experimental Sec. 2
with triangular strain waveform and peak strain amplitude
0.0045. The material parameters used are those for HSLA
steel, calibrated in Sec. 4. Figures 12(a,b,c) depict the contour
plots of the equivalent plastic strain«̄p at the end of 12 cycles
The figures demonstrate the formation of plastic localizat
bands at 45 deg to the loading axis, especially for the HSLA
steel orientation and the microstructure with random orientatio
This observation is consistent with experimental results of@41#,
where small cracks nucleate in the surface grains under cy
tension-compression. The more random orientations result
higher averaged shear stresses at 45 deg to the loading direc
Localized plastic strain occurs in regions where the orientati
are ‘‘soft’’ or more favorable to plastic slip, i.e. closer to th

Fig. 11 Stress–strain responses for stress controlled cyclic
load testing upto 10 cycles with smaxÄ420.0 „MPa… and R
Ä0.1
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 347



Fig. 12 Distribution of equivalent plastic under strain-controlled cyclic loading at strain amplitude of 0.0045 with „a… HSLA-50
steel texture; „b… preferred g-fiber texture; „c… random orientation distribution
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$111%^110& directions. Large departures from the soft orientatio
are termed as the ‘‘hard’’ orientations. Plastic slip is constrain
when a ‘‘soft orientation’’ is completely surrounded by ‘‘hard or
entations’’ in which case the localization band cannot grow. Al
the grains on surface, especially at the edges are free to de
independently and regions of high plastic strains are found
originate at these regions. The preferredg-fiber textured model in
Fig. 12(b) shows less plastic localization since grains w
$111%^uvw& orientations are all favorable to plastic slip and hen
there is significantly less localization. The magnitude and loca
of the maximum plastic strain vary significantly because of cr
tallographic texture.

The ratio of the maximum local~micro! equivalent plastic
strain «̄micro

p and the volume averaged~macro! equivalent plastic
strain «̄macro

p , i.e., R«5 «̄micro
p / «̄macro

p is plotted as a function of the
cycles in Fig. 13(a). Under strain-controlled cyclic loading, th
average plastic strain is nearly the same for all three orientati
However, the localized plastic strain, which depends on grain
entations, can vary significantly. The local plastic strain is cons
erably larger for the HSLA-50 steel and the random orientat
(;190%), in comparison with the textured model (;160%).
Figure 13(a) shows that theR«-ratio is considerably more tha
100%, signifying that the local maximum plastic can be mu
higher than the average strain. The ratio is initially higher a
plateaus off at a lower value with increasing averaged strain
higher cycles. In the early stages of loading, the plastic flow c
centrates in isolated regions. Subsequently, larger regions y
and extended regions of plastic straining diminish the drop inR«
leading to a stabilized value. Next, the stress ratioRs
5smicro/smacro is plotted in Fig. 13(b), wheresmicro and smacro
denote the maximum microscopic normal stress and volume a
aged stress in loading direction, respectively. All the stress ra
are observed to be less than 1.0. This is due to the fact
stresses are affected by the local orientations as well as pl
flow. The variation for different textures is less forRs than that
for R« .

5.4 Effect of Applied Stress Waveform in Stress-
Controlled Cyclic Tests. The effects of the loading waveform
on the ratcheting strains may be significant, as mentioned
Chaboche@9#. This example is conducted to investigate the lo
waveform effects on evolution of plastic strain and ratcheting.
this purpose, two stress-controlled cyclic loadings in the form o
triangular and a sinusoidal loading as shown in Fig. 14~a!, are
used. The sinusoidal loading has a variable stress rate while
triangular loading has a constant stress rate value. Both the l
ing cases apply the same amplitude or maximum stress ofsmax
5380.0 MPa, R5smin /smax520.7, with a time period Tp
527.2 (s). The microstructure and material parameters used
for HSLA-50 steel. Material parameters are the same as th
presented in Table 2, with the following exceptions:sa0
348 Õ Vol. 126, OCTOBER 2004
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579.6 (Mpa),h05570.1 (MPa),c51000.0 (MPa),d5200.0. A
plateau in the stress–strain plot, as discussed in Sec. 3.1 and
~5! is represented by the parameters in Table 2. To examine
influence of this plateau on the ratcheting, a stress–strain
without the plateau is also considered in the simulations. The l

Fig. 13 Ratio of „a… local to average plastic strain and „b… local
to average normal stress in the loading direction, as functions
of the cyclic history for three different orientation distributions
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Fig. 14 „a… Stress-controlled load histories with different waveforms; „b… accumulated microscopic and macroscopic
equivalent plastic strains; „c… simulated stress–strain response in cyclic loading for material with plateau; and „d… simulated
stress–strain response in cyclic loading for material without plateau
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of plateau in the stress–strain response is obtained through se
the Lüder’s strain«L

p to zero in Eq.~6! and by choosingġ*
52.4533107 sec21 in Eq. ~5!.

Figure 14(b) depicts accumulated microscopic and mac
scopic equivalent plastic strains accumulated microscopic
macroscopic equivalent plastic strains during the cyclic load
process. The drops in the plastic strain correspond to reverse
tic straining in the compression phase of loading. The local ma
mum strain levels are considerably larger than the averaged s
levels over the entire history. The plastic strain produced by
sinusoidal waveform is higher than that by the triangular wa
form. This effect is magnified in the plots of Figs. 14(c) and (d),
where the simulated stress–strain responses in cyclic loading
shown for materials with and without the plateau. The accum
lated equivalent plastic strain, signifying ratcheting, is consid
ably larger in Figs. 14(c) and (d) for the sinusoidal wave with a
variable stress-rate than that for the triangular waveform wit
constant stress-rate. Even the small difference in the stress
shown in Fig. 14(a) is sufficient to cause a considerable diffe
ence in the plastic strain due to large material creeps. As see
ournal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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Fig. 14(c), the difference is very high for materials like HSLA
steels, which have low hardening slopes~plateau! in the early
stages of post-yield deformation. Once above yield, large dif
ences in the strains can occur in the early stages of cyclic de
mation even for small differences in the applied stress rates
demonstrated in Fig. 14(d) without the plateau, the incrementa
differences decrease with increased hardening.

5.5 Effects of Grain Misorientation. A crystal embedded
in a polycrystalline aggregate with varying crystal orientatio
may experience a complex set of tractions and displacement
straints at its interface with its neighbors. Strain localization a
stress variation in a polycrystalline aggregate depend on the
entation of the grain with respect to the loading direction as w
as misorientations with its neighbors, and mechanical proper
of the grain. A finite element model is created with high-ang
grain boundaries to reflect the effects of strong heterogeneit
the crystal structure on the local material response. The mode
120mm3120mm3120mm cube that is discretized into 172
ABAQUS C3D8 elements in a 12312312 array, as shown in Fig
OCTOBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 349
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Fig. 15 Distribution of crystallographic misorientation: „a… Quilt-type contours plots; „b… 3D plots on section
A-A
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15(a). It consists of two regions with distinctly different orienta
tion distributions for mismatch in strength characteristics. Reg
1 is a 30mm330mm330mm cube, with 27 elements all o
$100%^110& crystallographic orientation that is located at the ce
ter. For the outer region 2, selected orientations from the meas
ODF data of HSLA-50 steel are assigned to the elements using
orientation assignment method. The general orientation in this
gion corresponds to$111%^110& and grains which have a highe
misorientation angle than 5, deg are discarded from the selec
It is common to describe the misorientation in terms of a rotat
axis vectorn and an angleu. The axisn represents a commo
crystallographic lattice or slip direction for both crystal lattice
n
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The angleu is the rotation aboutn required to bring the two
crystal lattices into coincidence. Using the axis/angle descript
the misorientation angleu between two neighboring grains is de
scribed in@42# as

u5minUcos21H tr~gAgB
21O21!

2 J U (22)

wheregA and gB are the orientation matrixes of grain A and B
respectively, expressed as
gi5S cosw1 cosw22sinw1 sinw2 cosF sinw1 cosw21cosw1 sinw2 cosF sinw2 sinF

2cosw1 sinw22sinw1 cosw2 cosF 2sinw1 sinw21cosw1 cosw2cosF cosw2 sinF

sinw1 sinF 2cosw1 sinF cosF
D
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The anglesw1 , w2, and F are the Euler angles in each grain a
O is the crystal symmetry operator. Considering that there are
identical rotation operations in cubic symmetry, the orientation
each of the two lattices can be described by 24 different symm
cally equivalent rotations. The minimum rotation angle
chosen as the misorientation angle. The average value of
orientation angles forN neighbors of a grain, is given byum

5(1/N) ( i 51
N u i . Figure 15(b) shows the misorientation distribu

tions near a middle section A-A.
Simulation of a strain-controlled cyclic loading is conduct

with strain amplitude of 0.0045. Figures 16(a,b) show the pre-
dicted gradient of equivalent plastic strain and stress variation
the section A-A. In region-2, the$111%^110& orientation with a
large Schmid factor favors plastic flow and hence this region
‘‘soft phase.’’ In contrast, region-1 with $100%^110&
orientation is a ‘‘hard phase’’ and inhibits large plast
strains. The gradient of equivalent plastic strain¹«̄p

5A(]«̄p/]X)21(]«̄p/]Y)21(]«̄p/]Z)2 is used as a metric to
represent the inhomogeneity in deformations that arise from c
tal interactions with high angle misorientation grain boundari
d
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Large gradients of plastic strain and stress occur along the in
faces between the regions 1 and 2 due to the crystallogra
misorientations. When the grains are plastically deformed by
on specific crystallographic slip systems, the deformations for
ferent orientations are not compatible giving rise to increa
stresses and regions of localized straining. Such effects have
been discussed for Ti alloys in@15#. The simulated results in Fig
16(c) also indicate that the peak stresss22 in the loading direction
increases in the first few cycles but finally saturates after 7 cyc
The microstructural effects of grain boundaries and misorien
tions on ductile failure modes are critical for fatigue crackin
Dislocation densities, high flow stresses at grain boundaries,
metrical softening, the localized accumulation of plastic strain
interrelated physical mechanisms that results in slip-rate imp
ance and blockage at the grain boundaries, which have been
cussed in@15,43,44#. The slip-rate obstruction leads to slip-ra
incompatibility at the grain boundary and buildup of normal te
sile stresses that can result in the nucleation of transgran
cracks along the primary planes in each grain.
Transactions of the ASME



Fig. 16 Distribution of „a… gradient of equivalent plastic strain „mmÀ1
…; „b… stress „MPa… in the direction of loading on the

section A-A; and „c… evolution of peak stress „s22 in loading direction … along the line B-B
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6 Conclusions
The cyclic deformation behavior of metals is of technologic

importance in the study of fatigue damage. The fatigue proces
strongly linked to the microscopic cyclic stress or strain state i
critical region. In an attempt to understand the micromechan
cyclic behavior, the material response of HSLA-50 steel is a
lyzed in this paper using a rate dependent elastic crystal plast
model. The paper involves experiments on material characte
tion and mechanical testing, including OIM, uniaxial tension, a
cyclic loading tests for model development and validation. T
characteristics of HSLA-50 steel are a predominantly ferrite
crostructure with the typicala- and g-fiber texture, as well as
$100%^110& orientations. In monotonic loading, a significant yie
plateau and strong rate-dependence of yield stress are observ
strain-controlled cyclic loading, macroscopic cyclic hardening
not found at lower strain amplitudes. In stress-controlled cyc
loading, the build-up of plastic strains and ratcheting is affec
by the form of the cyclic load-wave. A rate-dependent elas
plastic crystalline plasticity constitutive model is developed
simulation of cyclic deformation behavior. This model incorp
rates self and latent hardening, kinematic hardening, and disl
tion multiplication evolution, and is implemented in ABAQUS
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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UMAT using an implicit time integration scheme. The gene
algorithm technique is utilized to calibrate the material parame
from experimental data.

The computational model is able to reproduce the experime
stress–strain responses in monotonic tension, strain-contro
and stress-controlled cyclic loading tests with very good agr
ment. Simulations reveal that the distribution and magnitude
the microscale plastic strain at the level of individual grains
significantly affected by grain orientation distributions. Strai
controlled cyclic test simulations indicate that HSLA-50 steel e
hibits higher strain localization than mild steel. The shape of
cyclic load wave is found to affect local plasticity build-up an
cause ratcheting. For the same stress amplitude and frequenc
sinusoidal stress waveform produces more accumulated pl
strain than the triangular waveform due to stress rate influence
creep effects. To understand the effect of polycrystalline agg
gates on local stress risers, a model with high-angle grain bou
aries is created by assigning large orientation mismatch to ne
boring grains. This study is important with respect to local cra
initiation at critical locations of the microstructure, when su
jected to cyclic loading. The simulations show that heterogene
deformations arise from crystal interactions, especially for hig
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as a physical motivation for explicit consideration of damage
tiation and propagation on the local scale in developing a real
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